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1. la i ro~e l ion  
In a recent paper [3], B. Simeone investigated the following equipartition 
problem: given N real numbers al . . . . .  aN, an integer 1 < p ~ N, and a norm H in 
R ~, find a partition P--{S1 . . . . .  Sp} of the set {1 . . . . .  N} into p classes, such that, 
setting 
1 ~, 
g=-  ~, a,, tr ,= ~.ai ( r= l  . . . . .  p), 
P n=l i~s, 
the imbalance 8(P)= [](trt-p, . . . . .  t ra-  t~)[[ be minimum. 
The present note deals with the special ease when o.. = n 2 and the norm is 
defined by 
Ilvll: max Iv,-vjl 
(compare Halder-Heise [2] and Cohen [I]). 
If ~N.v is the set of all partitions of {1 . . . . .  N} into p classes, we set 
~N,~ = min 8(P). 
PENN., 
2. Some n~r ica l  values 
The solutions of our problems for N = 9 and 2,~ p ~< 5 are listed ira Table 1 
below. 
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Table 1 
F=2 p=3 
subsets 81 ,49 ,9 ,4164,36 ,25 ,16 ,1  81, 16~64, 25, 4, 1149, 36, 9 
sums ~r, 143 I 142 97 [ 94 I 94 
imbalance 89. 2 = 1 69 ~ = 3 
p-~4 " p=5 
subsets 81149.26,9]36,25.41tf>4,2 81 64149136, 9. JL125.16,4 
sums~r~ 811 74 [ 65 165 81 64 49 46 ~ 45 
imbalance 89. 4 = 16 89. 5 --- 36 
It is easy to calculate the values of ~N,p for small values of N and p (see Table 2). 
Table 2 
Values of 8N,p 
N 
N N 2 ~ n 2 p=2 p=3 p=4 
.=t 
1 1 1 - -  - -  --- 
2 4 5 3 -- --- 
3 9 14 4 8 .-- 
4 16 3~ 2 11 15 
5 25 55 3 11 ?O 
6 36 91 1 10 22 
7 49 140 0 4 23 
8 64 204 0 4 19 
9 81 285 1 3 16 
10 100 385 1 2 6 
11 121 506 0 2 4 
12 144 650 0 1 3 
13 169 819 1 0 3 
14 196 1015 1 1 
15 225 1240 0 1 
16 256 1496 0 1 
17 289 1785 1 0 
18 324 2109 1 0 
19 361 2470 0 I 
20 400 2870 0 1 
21 441 3312 1 2 
22 484 3795 1 0 
:!3 529 4324 0 1 
Equilmrtitk, n With: square nuraber 3 ~ 5 
We observe that,' from a Certain N on, ~r.z has period 4and #N ~ has period 9 
(this was calculated up to N-  29; the table gives ody the valuesup'to N = 23). 
3.  / ~ ' ~  behav iour -o f  8at.n ' 
We state now our main result. 
"I~eol~m. There exists an integer IV (depending on p) such thai', for N> N, the 
sequence ~h~.p is periodical in N w~th per/od 2p 2. 
~root. We consider a fixed value of p. Given Pc  ~N.o, we conslruct a partition 
~D'~S~ . . . . .  S;~Nq.2p,p by adding to the subsets Sq the numbers Shown in 
Table 3 
Table 3 
to Sl to $2 " "  to $o 
N+I  N+2 . . .  N+p 
N+2p N+2p-1  . . .  N+p+l  
t m  The new sums crq- ~. ,~ n 2 are given by 
tr~ =o'q +(N + q)2 +(N + 2p+ l -q )2=% + ~(" + cq, 
where 
~o) = N2+(N+2p + 1)2, 
cq =2~2-2q-4pq,  (q = 1 . . . . .  p). (1) 
Next, we construct a partition F"~N+4p., by adding the following numbers 
(see Table 4) to the subsets S~. 
Table 4 
to S; to S~ to S~ . . .  to $~ 
Na)+p NO)+l  NtU+ 2 . . .  N t~+p_ l  
where N t '=  N+2p. The corresponding sums become 
~r~ = tr~ + IL <2~ +cl, 
. . .  
Crp = Op+ ~2> + co_~ ' 
where ~t2)= (N<1~)2+ ( /~)+ 2p + 1) 2 and the cq are defined by (1). 
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We carry out p steps of the above kind, each time moving the subscript q 
cyclically to the right, and replacing/~k~ by/~k+t~=/Wk~+2p. 
After p steps, all sums o~q wiltbe increased by the same amount la + c, where 
° £ 
- E /~(~" /X(k+t~=(Ntk~)2+( /~k)+2p+l)  2, C= C~. 
k=l k=l 
Hence the imbalance of the final partition P* is equal to the imbalance of/>. 
Since P*~ 9~N+2p~.p and P was arbitrarily selected in ~.p  we obtain 
6~.2~--.p ~Sr~.p for every N. 
Hence the sequence cSN+~.2p~.p, j=0 ,  1 , . . . ,  is a nonoincreasing sequence of 
non-negative integers and therefore, for fixed N and p, is constant as a function of 
j for J sufficiently large. 
Since every poshtive inter_~er has the form N+j .  2p 2 with N in the finite set 
{1 . . . . .  2p 2} and j e {0, 1 . . . .  }, it follows that there is a sufficiently large/Q such 
that ~SN.p has the period 2p 2 when N>/Q; of course/~,~ depends on p. [] 
As we have already remarked in Section 2, the inspection of Table 2 seems to 
suggest that, from a certain N on, 8~.2 has period 4 and ~,~3 has period 9, thus one 
can ask the following 
Question, For N su~ciently large, is the period of 6N.v l~¢rhaps equal to p2 for 
every p? 
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